
Katherine Brown 
FAD - Unit 2. City Lit.  



Context: Evaluation  

1 Understanding and application of 
subject knowledge, and underlying 
principles 

My	work	is	about	the	co-existence	of	organic	life	with	the	urban	
environment.	I	have	explored	this	through	focusing	on	walked	
trajectories	in	public	space.	The	cumulative	time	I	have	spent	
observing	and	attending	to	this	movement	has	allowed	me	to	
evolve	an	understanding	of	the	city	as	a	structure	akin	to	a	living	
organism.	
	
As	I	made	the	work	and	reflected	on	the	pandemic	lockdowns	the	
work	became	more	poignant	and	almost	a	celebration	of	the	re-
emergent	city	life.	
	
My	work	is	imperfect	human	observation.	My	drawings	are	both	
analogous	to	long-exposure	photography	and	diametrically	
opposite	–	they	are	records	of	my	eyes	tracing	and	jumping	and	
switching	between	focal	points.	In	an	era	of	big	data	and	mass	
measurement	of	daily	life	they	are	both	a	testament	to	the	hand	
drawn	line	and	pose	a	question	about	whether	we	are	more	than	
mere	processors	of	phenomena. 
 
	 



Context I: The human experience of the city. Looking at how other artists have responded to 
the urban. Considering the entanglement of the city with modernism, reflecting on how cities 
are measured and exist through our presence. In particular drawing on our consciousness and 
relationship to the city following the pandemic lockdowns which prohibited freely inhabiting 
public space. 

‘Going to Work’, LS Lowry 
1943, Oil on Canvas 

‘Outside Kilburn Underground’ 
Leon Kossoff, 1979, Charcoal 
on paper. 

William Anastasi, 2011 
Without Title (Subway Drawing) 

Michael Landy, 2011-12  
Acts of Kindness Pencil drawings of walked trajectories outside Kings Cross station. 



Context II: Organic structures. Exploration of shapes and forms that span the human and non-
human world. Fascination with interiority and exteriority, particularly as explored in the 
work of Ernesto Neto.  

Cells of pigeon 
cerebellum, Santiago 
Ramón y Cajal, 1899 

‘E ô Bicho’, Ernesto Neto, 2001 Neurological illustrations by Santiago  
Ramón y Cajal, 1899.  
     

My responses in chalk, ink and gouache to early anatomical drawings 

My drawings and 
clay studies from 
research on plant 
cells. 



Research :  Evaluation  

2 Identification and investigation of varied 
primary and secondary visual, academic, 
ethical and cultural sources 

My research started with considering public works of art. My drawing 
of the Three Graces by Kate Morton was particularly helpful in later 
helping me reflect on the meaning of the fleshy human body in public 
space. 
 
Exploring Richard Long’s work was pivotal in shaping my awareness 
of how the body moves through space as we walk. Reflecting on this 
lead me to the philosophy of phenomenology – the body as a site of 
perception – which in turn lead to my drawings of the many 
trajectories of bodies in the urban environment.  
 
Reflecting on making these drawings has driven further secondary 
research into networks and organic structures across diverse sources 
from anatomy, non-western medicine and even traffic data. 
 
I want to do further in depth reading into Merleau Ponty’s work and 
explore other artists’ work which is rooted in phenomenological 
exploration of the body. 



Research I: Considering what it means to be in public space, to move through public space, 
to be a body in the environment of the world. Looking at examples of public art and role it 
plays, relationship to the space it is in and how it functions.  

“I like to see art as being a 
return to the senses”  
Richard Long 

“The body is our general medium for 
having a world.” 

 
“We know not through our intellect but 

through our experience.” 
 

― Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 
Phenomenology of Perception My drawings of public art in the Holborn area, using collage, 

pencil and watercolour. 
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Research II: Recording public spaces in a way that goes beyond the immediate moment. Testing 
different media, scales and methodologies. Considering what this has in common with long-
exposure photography and data maps. Examination of drawing as a durational activity. 

London traffic data. 

Experimenting with different durations, types of location and media. 
My choice to continue working in bright colours was informed by my 
appreciation for the energy it brings to the drawings, and the parallels 
which can be drawn with non-western medicine which often uses 
coloured lines to denote energy and meridian lines in the body. 

Energy meridians in 
Chinese medicine 

Visit to Wellcome Collection to 
look at examples of non-

western interpretations of the 
body and explore connections 

with mental health. 
 

Islamic Medical 
Encyclopaedia, 1632.  

Kevin Townsend’s meditative 
durational drawings. 



Development of Creative Practice : Evaluation    

3 Skills to enable the realisation of 
ideas, appropriate to creative 
practice.  
 

I have explored taking a simple, quite narrow concept and pushing 
it into other media and scales. I have learnt that this can be very 
generative – spurring on new work by eg. discovering new 
compositions within large scale work; conversations prompted by 
working in public. I have discovered that you can generate a lot of 
mileage from a single idea. I feel like there are plenty of avenues 
that I could still explore branching out from this starting point. 
 
I enjoyed working in acrylic and oil paint, a departure from my 
comfort zone of drawing. I am aware that my language and 
vocabulary in paint feels weak. I want to build up my body of 
experience of what paint is, how it behaves, how I can engage with 
it. I want to start to build a much deeper relationship with it. I feel I 
barely know what it is currently, but love looking at the work of 
painters such as Katherine Bradford, Rose Wylie and Kim Booker 
amongst many. 



Practical skills I: Developing my city line drawings at larger scale in public and in the 
studio. Moving into other materials, collage, ropework and ciment fondu.   

Above: Using a projector to enlarge 
and repeat drawings. Building up 
layers with collage, charcoal lines, 
oil pastel. I was most pleased with 
the close crop compositions I found 
within the whole. 

Translating line drawing into Ciment Fondu. I deliberately 
created a super smooth surface in the original clay then 
sanded/polished the final cement piece. I had the smooth 
surfaces of eg. Brancusi, Noguchi and Hepworth in mind. 

Working at large scale outside LSE buildings, drawing with charcoal and coloured chalks attached to 
a cane. Enjoyed speaking to the public about my work, but felt my drawings lost energy working at 
this scale. Somehow the line lost energy as it was diluted across the physical expanse of paper.  



Practical skills II: Exploring painting. 

Working in oil, enlarging a black and white photo, creating a grisaille underpainting then working with 
a limited Zorn palette, using warm/cool tones to create depth in the painting. Particularly loved the 
sensitivity of colour I felt when working with a limited palette. 

Working in acrylic from crops of my observational 
drawing. I draw very instinctively but am still at the 
early stages of understanding how I can use the 
language of paint to take my drawings into a new 
territory. 



Problem solving : Evaluation  

4 Solve problems and adapt to unforeseen 
challenges in the realisation of creative 
practice 

I explored different methodologies of line drawings related to body 
movement and was uncertain how to proceed as there was 
something of interest in each approach. To help me navigate to a 
stronger conceptual understanding of my work, I looked at the work 
of artists such as Francis Alÿs, Bruce Nauman and Rebecca Horne 
to understand the difference between the observed line and the 
performed line. 
 
I ultimately decided that for my observed line drawings had a 
stronger potential for developing a work to be delivered in the public 
realm. I am interested to explore more performative drawing, but this 
is something I would need time in the studio environment to explore 
first, without the pressure of developing a work for public delivery. 
 
Looking at the work of Alexander Calder and Franz West helped me 
identify how to translate my line work into a sculptural piece. I 
particularly drew on how their work physically related to the urban 
environment, the use of colour and potential for public interaction. 
 
 



Problem solving I: Testing different ways of recording trajectories in public space. 
Understanding the conceptual differences between the observed versus the performed line. 

Chalk box on 
pavement 

Above: ‘Capture’ drawings, 
recording lines walked through a 
large chalk box drawn on the 
pavement 

Right: Final 
preferred 
methodology: 
Using time to 
dictate changing 
colour. Each colour 
records 3 minutes 
of my observation 
outside KX. 
Aesthetically I like 
the results and 
practically it means 
all my attention is 
with observing, not 
fumbling between 
pencils.  

Performed lines, inviting 
somebody to walk within 
the chalk box drawn on 
pavement for a set 
duration. Tested with fellow 
students and adults with 
learning disabilities at Arts 
for All charity where I 
volunteer. I like this 
concept as a portrait of the 
person, but it felt distant 
from the public art brief. 



Problem solving II: Working out how to move from my observational drawings into a work 
presented in the public domain. I visited locations around Kings Cross looking for space 
that could be animated with a colourful sculptural intervention. 

I brainstormed many different possible interpretations of lines into the 3D 
environment and looked at many artists’ work. I was particularly inspired by 
Calder’s ‘Flamingo’ – the colour, scale and way it relates to the urban 
environment. From Franz West’s work I was struck by the opportunity for the 
public to physically interact with the work. 
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Planning, progress and production :  Evaluation  

5 Management of own learning and 
progress through active reflection, 
negotiation, planning, self‐direction, 
subject engagement and commitment.  
 

I have used maquettes and scale photography to develop and 
evaluate ideas for public sculpture. 
 
I have pro-actively planned and managed my time to make observed 
drawings at many locations across London. I have conducted primary 
research with the public to inform my chosen locations. 
 
I have worked extensively in the public realm, responding to the 
public. I have also involved classmates and tested concepts in the 
community context, working with adults with learning disabilities. 
 
I have sought out points of research from philosophical texts as well 
as exhibitions to drive my work forward. 



Planning I: I created an online poll to identify meaningful locations to carry out more 
observational drawings. I started to work at a smaller scale, to facilitate the possibility 
of freely giving away drawings. 

“The gift 
must always 
move” 
Lewis Hyde 

“’Data’ simply 
means ‘what is 
given’ .. of the 

Latin ‘dare’ , ‘to 
give’: aspects of 

things that are 
given to us when 

we observe them” 
Tim Morton 

Below: 4-minute 
drawings made 
at locations from 
poll on small 
index cards, 
7.5cm x 11cm 



Planning II: I experimented with different materials to make 3D maquettes.  

Testing 3D designs using pipe cleaners using scale figures and 
considering how they could work in Kings Cross location. 

Visit to the ‘Waste 
Age’ show at 
Design Museum to 
investigate new 
sustainable 
materials. Liked 
use of extruded 
recycled plastic by 
James Shaw. 

Trying an alternative maquette material – hair 
rollers. Aesthetically I like the results but I think 
the pipe-cleaner models have a stronger 
relationship to my original concept. 



Evaluation and reflection : Evaluation  

6 Taking active responsibility for own 
learning, development and decision 
making using critically evaluative and 
reflective skills 

I have used stream-of-conscious writing to question and investigate 
the meaning of my work. I found writing a dialogue with myself … 
Why this? Why that? and answering in response, is a powerful way 
of uncovering the meaning in my work. 
 
I document the practical steps in my work and find this naturally 
leads to reflecting on the decisions I have made, this often helps 
illuminate and unpick new discoveries, which may have emerged 
form a quite instinctive place. This helps me identify them and hang 
on to them for future work. 
 
My records could be improved with dates, I think this has eluded me 
so far, as when I sit down to write these entries I don’t want to 
interrupt my mental flow by looking at a phone. I will try remembering 
to note the date at the end of my records in future. 
 



Reflection I: I used stream of consciousness writing to interrogate the meaning of my 
observed line drawings. I started making these drawings quite instinctively and 
struggled to find direct artist references for my methodology, so digging into my own 
self-reflection was critical to coming to a deeper understanding of my work. 



Reflection II: I attend a weekly life-drawing group and one week before the session I was 
quite upset, but strangely that evening I made some of my best drawings and had a bit of a 
breakthrough in terms of working at larger scale. Afterwards I used my reflective journal to 
capture and unpick what had happened for me that evening. 

A1 life drawings. 



Communicating and Presenting a Creative 
Practice : Evaluation 

7 Communicating	and	presenting	a	creative,	
individual	or	collaborative	personal	practice.	 
 

Key points in my final presentation for Fine Art are: 
 - small pictures so easily picked up by passers-by 
 - access by peg – everyone knows how these work 
 - Some light signage to explain the work, with hashtag and QR 
code 
 - mass of clustered items to create visual impact from small 
drawings 
 - located at a meaningful site that supports and builds on the 
meaning of the work. 
 
My sculptural work needs further development with deeper 
consideration of the audience and intentions for a final 
presentation. 



Presentation I: Installation outside St Barnabas House, Soho, a ‘House of Charity’. Small observational drawings given 
away freely, their movement continuing, picked up by passers-by. Hung from a web of hand-knotted ropework. 
 
Today the house is a private members club which continues to actively support social causes. In my research, Soho was the 
most cited location that respondents had felt was meaningful to return to post Lockdown. 



Presentation II: A hand-knotted paper structure which explores the language of organic matter.  
 
Rather than a particular finished piece, my final outcome in sculpture is a jumping-off point for further work. I would 
like to explore in greater depth the different contexts this work could exist within and research the potential of other 
biodegradable materials. I like the idea of translating this work into a large scale outdoor installation which could 
naturally decompose over a period of time. This work offers strong potential for community engagement, through working 
with a simple methodology and materials which could be explored through public workshops and participation. 



Final Evaluation : 
 
 
I had a difficult start to this project. For a number of weeks I felt no deep connection to 
the brief and it really affected my state of mind, which had already been pretty low. My 
initial research around plant cell development was something I felt deeply interested by, but 
I couldn’t find a way in to relating it to the public realm. It wasn’t until I made my first 
trajectory drawings that I found something that I wanted to work with. I didn’t really have 
much of an idea beyond this and kept doggedly making the drawings. At times I wondered if I 
was just repeating myself, but I kept listening to my instincts and ultimately that was what 
pulled me through.   
 
Making the hand-knotted rope structure to display my drawings on was a real breakthrough 
moment. It communicated both the thinking I had been developing around organic lines and took 
me back to my early research into organic structures. It is also a structure that I very 
instinctively made and a process that I utterly enjoyed and found deeply meditative. I really 
enjoyed the qualities of the piece and think it offers much in the way of sculptural 
potential. The strength of this work led me to develop a new ‘final outcome’ in sculpture and 
abandon my earlier maquettes. I would like to continue working with knotted structures and do 
further research into working with bio-degradable and/or recycled materials. 
 
I have also identified a number of strong conceptual areas which I want to explore further: 
 - Phenomenology and work of Maurice Merleau Ponty 
 - Organic structures – resonance across human and non-human world, sentient and non-sentient. 
 - Human observation, imperfect recording vs. big-data, post-truth world  


